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REPORT 

To: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMI'ITEE 

From: DIRECTOR OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT 

19 November 1996 I Ref: MMcM/EH REP 1 13 I Date: 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 
CCTV REVIEW 

Members will recall that the Economic Development Committee approved the commissioning of consultants to conduct an 
operational review of the four CCTV systems currently operating within North Lanarkshire. In June 1996 EDAW were 
commissioned to undertake the review of the four Development Trusts operating at Airdrie, Coatbridge, Wishaw and 
Motherwell. The four CCTV systems were set up separately over a period since 1992, each being run by a separate 
Development Trust which played a major role in raising the finance to establish the system at the outset. The review 
principally resulted from revenue funding problems which are being experienced by several of the Trusts. The review also 
provided an opportunity to consider options for future management and funding arrangements for the Trust after Local 
Government re-organisation. The brief to the consultants was quite far reaching and asked that the review should: 

Highlight the benefits to police, general public, traders and other groupings who are affected by CCTV such as users of 
commercial and residential accommodation. 

Consider whether the installation of CCTV had achieved its objectives. 

Determine what hard evidence or data had been provided to evaluate results, and 

Recommend changes and improvements to the operation of the system. 

This in turn required that the review should consider a range of issues in three main areas : operational issues, technical issues 
and financial issues. 

A consultation exercise was undertaken involving key individuals and organisations involved in the operation and monitoring 
of the four CCTV systems. This included members of the four Trusts, Local Authority representatives and Town Centre 
Managers, the Police, the Lanarkshire Development Agency, and retail and business representatives. The Scottish Council for 
Civil Liberties (SCCL) was also contacted. A full list of consultees is provided at Appendix (a) of the final report. 

The full report is available within the Economic Development Unit, an executive summary of the review is attached at 
Appendix 1 to this report. From the executive summary the following key points have been extracted for consideration by this 
Committee : 

1. There are currently 4 independent CCTV trusts operating in North Lanarkshire in Coatbridge, Airdrie, Wishaw 
and Motherwell. They all operate from local police stations. There are a total of 43 cameras linked to the 4 
monitoring centres with the Council Housing Department's 13 cameras in Gowkthrapple also feeding into the 
Wishaw monitoring centre. 

It is proposed that the 4 monitoring centres remain in the short term as there is no real reduction in revenue 
contribution if these are combined into 2 monitoring centres at this time. 
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It is clear from the review that despite a number of operational difficulties the various town centre CCTV systems 
have been tackling genuine problems in relation to crime and anti-social behaviour. CCTV in North Lanarkshire 
has delivered positive results. The main recommendation of the report is that North Lanarkshire Council 
continues to support CCTV systems in terms of policy, resources and funding. 

Revenue costs are in the order of 2242,000 per annum or 25,632 per camera for the existing system. This figure is 
lower than the full resource cost because several subsidies in terms of property and administration, contributions 
from the police and North Lanarkshire Council. The report clearly outlines evidence of effectiveness with CCTV 
in all 4 areas in terms of reducing the number of crimes, increasing the number of apprehensions, enabling a 
higher detection rate and crimes of housebreaking, shoplifting, assault and car theft all showing a marked 
decrease. It is clearly evident that the police receive maximum benefit from the CCTV systems, however they do 
not contribute directly to the revenue funding of the system. While it is not stated in the report, it is the view of 
this Department that the police should be pursued to make a significant revenue contribution to the funding of 
CCTV in North Lanarkshire. 

The report recommends the formation of a new “Super Trust” made up of representatives from the police, the 
community and the Council’s own Departments. The role of this “Super Trust” would be to co-ordinate the 
organisation and funding of CCTV in the 4 operational areas by producing an annual operational plan. This 
approach would assist in providing greater consistency and certainty in the policy, objectives and operation of the 
different systems and would provide a clear focus for any expansion of CCTV systems across North Lanarkshire. 

The review recommends that the “Super Trust” should have a person who leads the co-ordination of the partners. 
There is potential for this person to be a secondee from the Council and/or from the business community. It is 
suggested that this person should be employed by Town Centre Initiatives and part of their remit should include 
increasing the level of private sector funding from the 4 areas. 

The review endorses the approach currently being taken in North Lanarkshire to locate a monitoring activity in 
police stations as been the most secure and effective approach. 

The report recommends that the Council ought to lead in setting up the “Super Trust” outlined above and that one 
Department ought to take responsibility for leading the Council’s corporate approach to CCTV with other 
participating Departments contributing to the process. While the consultants recommend that this ought to be 
done by the Chief Executive’s Department the consultation process has highlighted Planning & Development and 
Housing Department’s as being the major funders of the system. It may be more appropriate that it is led by one 
of these Departments. 

Consultation 

The 4 Trusts have been fully consulted on the final document. Each Trust was sent a copy of the executive 
summary which was followed up with a meeting between the Trust and the Town Centre Manager. 

Airdrie and Coatbridge Trusts raised very similar issues in their written response to Executive Summary which 
were repeated in the consultation with Motherwell and Wishaw Trusts. 

All Trusts were in agreement with the main recommendations of the report but raised concerns with regards to the 
formation and composition of the “Super Trust”; the relationship between the “Super Trust” and employees; and 
the responsibility of the “Super Trust” in terms of fund-raising. Both Airdrie and Coatbridge Trusts opposed 
recommendation 25, giving consideration to raising a levy on car parking to assist funding. 

Summary 

The consultants report clearly recommends the support of the existing CCTV systems in North Lanarkshire. This 
has funding implications for the Council if the full revenue cost of f242,OOO were to be met from Council 
budgets. It is recommended that the funding ought to be split between the various contributing Departments of 
the Council, the private sector and the police. It is proposed that the Council take the lead in setting up a funding 
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ratio based on existing contribution from the Council Departments, a significant proportion from the private sector 
and the balance being sought from police funding. 

It is proposed that an Officer Working Group be set up to consider the many operational issues which arise out of 
the review so that a corporate approach from the Council will be fed into the “Super Trust”. This working group 
would address the issues relating to the formation, composition, function and responsibilities of the “Super 
Trust”” raised in the consultation process with the 4 Trusts. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that members note the contents of this report and approve the following course of action. 

1. A commitment in principle from the Council to continue funding CCTV systems in the four town centres of Airdrie, 
Coatbridge, Wishaw and Motherwell. 

2. That the Council instigate the setting up of the “Super Trust” to oversee organisation and funding of the four systems. 

3. That the Council approves the employment of an individual by Town Centre Initiatives to act as co-ordinator for the 
“Super Trust” at a cost of €30,000 per annum which will bring the revenue costs to approximately €272,000 per annum. 

4. That the Council evolves a funding ratio to meet the revenue costs and enters into negotiations with the private sector 
and the police to secure their contribution to the funding of the four trusts for the 1997/98 period. 

’\ 

Stanley C Cook 

For further information contact Gordon Smith, Head of Economic Development & Property 
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North Lanarhhire CCTV Review - Executive Summary 

Airdrie 

North Lanarkshire CCTV Review: 
Executive Summary 

0 crime down 2 1 % 
crimes of dishonesty down 48% 0 
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Coatbridge 

Motherwell 

EDAW was commissioned to carry out a review of the North Lanarkshire CCTV 
network and to recommend a strategy for the continued development of the 
system over a five year period up to the year 200 1. 

0 no displacement of crime 
0 crime down 30% 
0 70 apprehensions 
0 crime down 30% 

There are currently four independent CCTV Trusts operating in North 
Lanarkshire in Coatbridge, Airdrie, Wishaw and Motherwell. They all operate 
from local police stations. There are a total of 43 cameras linked to the four 
monitoring centres, with the Council Housing Department’s 13 cameras in 
Gowkthrapple also feeding in to the Wishaw monitoring centre. 

Wishaw 

Initial capital funding came from a range of sources including LDA, Local 
Authorities, SPTE, L I B  and the private sector. Capital expenditure ranged from 
€71,000 in Wishaw to €229,000 in Coatbridge. Revenue funding has also been 
provided by a range of partners including Local Authorities, the Employment 
Service and private firms - in cash and in-kind. Premises are provided by the 
police and many other services are provided by police and NLC. 

0 housebreaking, shoplifting and assault down 60% 
0 crime down 37% 
0 housebreaking down 56% 
0 car theft down 34% 

Revenue funding is a key issue. It was perhaps not appreciated at the outset that 
monitoring and operating costs were the critical issue to be faced rather than the 
initial capital funding. All Trusts will run out of funding in April 1997 unless 
there is a further commitment from key partners. 

Revenue costs are in the order of €242,000 per annum - or €5,632 per camera. 
This number is lower than the full resource cost because of the hidden subsidies 
in terms of property and administration contributions from the police and NLC. 

There is evidence of effectiveness in the achievement of objectives of crime 
reduction in all four CCTV areas. 

It is clear that, despite a number of operation difficulties, the various town centre 
CCTV systems have been tackling genuine problems in relation to crime and anti- 
social behaviour. It has delivered positive results. The main recommendation is 
therefore that the North Lanarkshire Council supports the continuation of these 
CCTV system in terms of policy, resources and funding. 

EDAW 
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This should be done on strong partnership basis with the positive participation of 
the police, the community, and the council~s own departments. The partnership 
could take the form of a new ‘super trust’ which co-ordinates the various parties 
on an annual operational plan. 

The partnership/super trust should have a person who leads the co-ordination. 
This person could be a secondee from the council or from the business 
community. 

This mechanism should assist in providing greater consistency and certainty in 
the policy, objective and operation of the different systems, both as they are now, 
and as they may evolve. 

Locating the monitoring activity in police station is considered the most secure 
and effective approach. Reducing to one central control location could prove 
difficult operationally and would not accrue savings over the ‘status quo’ option. 

There needs to be an explicit role for the police, the trusts, the community and the 
Council departments. These should involve optimising the revenue funding 
contributions, either directly or indirectly, from Council departments and the 
Police. The latter may require negotiation between The Scottish Office, COSLA 
and the Chief Constables. 

The new system should aim to set new levels of best practice for CCTV in 
Scotland, establishing procedures which can be adopted elsewhere. 

The outcome of outline business plan assessment of three options for the 
operation and development of CCTV in North Lanarkshire indicates that the only 
option which shows any acceptable return in the short-medium term is the 
locational status quo, supported by a combined Trust for administrative and 
policy matters. 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Performance 

One of the primary purposes of this review has been to determine whether the 
North Lanarkshire CCTV schemes have been successful in achieving their 
objectives. Certainly, in terms of crime statistics, the schemes have been very 
successful, with first year or part-year crime reduction of around 30% in each 
CCTV Trust area. Other measures of success are harder to judge, and are even 
harder to quantify with hard evidence. There is a widespread, anecdotal 
perception that the four town centres have benefited from being safer and more 
welcoming places, and that trade and the image of the area have been improved. 
Public acceptance of the schemes also appears high. 

The quantification of overall benefits will need to be carried out over an extended 
study period on the basis of a series of identified performance measures for long- 
term monitoring. Such an assessment was outside the scope of this review. 

J 
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17. While there is a lack of overall standardisation in operational procedures and 
management arrangements with the trusts, comparison with schemes elsewhere 
would indicate that the North Lanarkshire Trusts represent ‘good practice’ on a 
UK basis. Much of the credit for this goes to the basing of the CCTV monitoring 
centres in police control rooms, and to the training and supervision provided by 
Strathclyde Police. However, opportunities for greater standardisation and 
formalisation of procedures across the four trusts is needed. 

18. The basing of the monitoring centres within control rooms is considered to be an 
essential feature, bringing a range of operational advantages over a non-police 
station location. 

19. In terms of equipment being used by the four trusts, this is also considered to 
represent ‘good practice’ on a UK basis. The four North Lanarkshire systems 
show a high degree of compatibility with each other and with other industry- 
standard equipment. This will ensure that upgrades can be relatively cheaply 
facilitated at some point in the future. 

CCTV - Principle of Partnership 

20. It is clear from the investigation of the origin’s of CCTV, its funding, and the 
wide range of beneficiaries, that it is a ‘hybrid’ activity which straddles the core 
activities of the local authority, the police, the business community and residents. 

21. Although town centre CCTV is a complex system which has some ambiguities, 
particularly in some operational and accountability areas, we consider that it can 
only continue based upon the principle of partnerships: 

0 it cannot become a purely Police system for reasons of propriety, 
democracy and, not least, because the police themselves do not wish it to 
be run this way; 

0 it should not, in our view, be a purely local government system because it 
is not a statutory duty, it cannot be applied equally across the Council 
area, and it needs the community participation and goodwill dimension; 
and 

0 it should not be an exclusively ‘community’ system, because this could 
be abused or compromised by particular interest groups, may lose 
accountability and, almost certainly. run into funding and management 
difficulties. 

22. All three groups have a basis in the establishment and running of any CCTV 
system and they should do so in a partnership format whereby each contributes 
expertise, resources, funding and the necessary political and moral support. 

System Expansion 

23. System expansion should be encouraged on the basis of the achievements of the 
four North Lanarkshire schemes, provided community commitment can be 
secured and operational funding is secured proportionate to the benefits accrued 
to each of the CCTV partners. 

EDAW 
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System expansion to aim to utilise the optimum camera:operator ratio of upto 
sixteen cameras per operator to control monitoring costs. 

The high cost of laying dedicated fibre-optic video channel lines would suggest 
that potential new town centre schemes proposed for Bellshiil and Kilsyth would 
be better located within their local police stations. Any potential future 
development of a dedicated North Lanarkshire Council fibre-optic 
communications network may alter the economics in favour of more centralised 
monitoring, but this option remains speculative. 

Technologies are very fast moving in both the communications and CCTV 
sectors. The status of technology likely to be available around 2001 when the 
first of the North Lanarkshire CCTV systems (Airdrie) needs upgrading could 
provide for a variety of new options for system expansion. 

Summary of Overall Conclusions 

It is clear that, despite a number of operation difficulties, the various town centre 
CCTV systems have been tackling genuine problems in relation to crime and anti- 
social behaviour. It has delivered positive results. The main recommendation is 
therefore that the North Lanarkshire Council supports the continuation of these 
C C W  system in terms of policy, resources and funding. 

This should be done on strong partnership basis with the positive participation of 
the police, the community, and the council’s own departments. The partnership 
could take the form of new ‘super trust’ which co-ordinates the various parties on 
an annual operation plan. 

The partnershiphper trust should have a person who leads the co-ordination. 
This person could be a secondee from the council or from the business 
community. 

This mechanism should assist in providing greater consistency and certainty in 
the policy, objective and operation of the different systems, both as they are now, 
and as they may evolve. 

Locating the monitoring activity in police station is considered the most secure 
and effective approach. Reducing to one central control would provide difficult 
and would not necessarily accrue great savings. However, moving to 2 or 
possibly 3 monitoring centres could provide effective. 

There needs to be an explicit role for the police, the trusts, the community and the 
Council departments. These should involve optimising the revenue funding 
contributions, either directly or indirectly, from Council departments and the 
Police. The latter may require negotiation between The Scottish Office, COSLA 
and the Chief Constables. 

The new system should aim to set new levels of best practice for CCTV in 
Scotland, establishing procedures which can be adopted elsewhere. 

EDAW 



ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL COSTS ON A COMPARABLE BASIS (24-Hour Operation) 

COATBRIDGE AlRDRlE WISHAW MOTHERWELL TOTAL 

149,710 1 Operators 40,800 49,000 35,610 24,300 
2 Management & Supervision 0 
3 Administration Staff 0 
4 Stationery Telephone 300 300 
5 Professional Services 2,000 120 7.372 
6 Insurance 339 410 749 
7 Sundries 875 1,000 5,875 
8 Training 0 
9 Overhead Costs 3,514 1,530 14,296 

10 Rent 0 
11 Rates 0 
12 Heat Light Power 700 700 

14 Premises Costs 0 0 700 0 700 
15 Depreciation 22,935 15,543 7,100 12,000 57,578 
16 Insurance 1,500 900 492 2,892 
17 Maintenance Warranty 7,257 5,958 1,966 1,800 16,981 
18 Equipment Costs 31,692 21,501 9,966 14,292 77,451 

13 Property Maintenance 0 

3.01 7 

2,000 

5,017 

2,235 

2,000 

4,235 

19 Total Costs 77.509 74.736 49.790 40.122 , 242.157 

Cameras 
Operators [Required) 
Depreciation per camera 
Cost per Operator 
Maintenence 8, Insurance per camera 
Total Cost per camera (24-hour) 

15 13 7 8 43 
5 5 4 3 17 

I ,  529 1.196 1,014 1,500 1,339 
8,160 9,800 8,903 8,100 8,806 

584 458 409 287 462 
5,167 5,749 7,113 6,028 5,632 

also Housing 
Dept cameras 
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OPTION 1: STATUS QUO (24 HOUR OPERATION) 

OPTION 2a: CONSOLDATE IN COATBRIDGE & MOTHERWELL (Video Channel 
Line Rental) 

OPTION 2b: CONSOLIDATE IN COATBRIDGE & MOTHERWELL (Dedicated Fibre- 
Optic Cable) 
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OPTION 1: STATUS QUO (24 HOUR OPERATION) 
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OPTION 3a: SINGLE PURPOSE BUILT CENTRE (Video Channel Line Rental) 

OPTION 3b: SINGLE PURPOSE BUILT CENTRE (Dedicated Fibre-Optic Cable) 

EDAW 
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Summary of Recommendations 
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